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1. Vt. SCITVIDT-eXTTEN is the Flaechtlingskommisar for Kreis Uiesbach.
He lives in VieMsach, there MILS (reading in laesbach) also has an apart-
ment.

2.
•	 •

?WIVE ceneidert SCErIDi-OCETEN 1DO% antleComammistic and anti-
Soviet. The tee have often discuseed ponsibilities of how the American,
British Occupation Forces can be helped in maintaining a strong oppocition
to the oeviet attempt in sp.-ceding Commnniseu

3. Owe SCHYIDT-C(RTEN suggested thac it mgy be quite edgy for him
to collect and bring information on theSoviet and Bulgarian Communists in
Bulgaria. He elains to have hart high contacts to tht: Bulgarian Government
before and during the war, and thinks it , possible to renew and re-establish
such contacts now. The max ,tom he Gould choose for his eontaet-man with
Bulgaria Gould be a certain Atte./TRF elle is a pilot on the Sofia-Vienna
airline.

4. Attempts 011 be made by MINE to get full details on the
possibilities pictured in Paragraphs 2 and 3. In the meantime, the Head-
quarters is requested to indicate our interest in Bulgaria and shat sort
of contact, if any in desirable.

—Ace statl_2121t1.11&2_2Et, •
• •

Pereoms leering Bulgaria today are mush more careful.* screened than•

they were under the wartime pro-German regime. Consequently there is soma
doubt in pymdad as to bether or not ANIAJOFF would be a good agent. At
best he would he a double agent.

•
If the operation in not too costly it might be good to allow subject

to contaet,ANYNOV? and'aule his for reooete on the Communist hierarchy•in
Bulgaria and on the per :lonnel end methiode of Dulearian intelligence in the
country and abroad. From these I could tell with reaeonable certainty
Ghother or riot thepereon is on the level. As a ferLher test later on
ANDOVOFF could 'be asked to check on the actIvitiet of certain Communists
that I know. It the man proyee reliable he might be alloyed to tap an,
intelligence,netGork thieh vus set up in 1944 but rhich no one is
utilizing.
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